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Summary. A projection of a relation is defined as a relation of reduced arity. The 
paper deals with projections of relations in coherence with their reflexivity, symmetry, 
completeness, regularity, cyclicity and other properties. Relationships between projections 
of hulls and hulls of projections are also studied. 
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0. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The paper is a continuation of [2] where a modification of relational axioms was 
presented. Roughly speaking, a projection of a relation is a certain relation of reduced 
arity. The concept of projection has been used, among others, in a special case by 
V. Novak in [3]. Projections have been studied by J. Slapal in [10] as well. 
Let G, H be nonempty sets. By a relation (with the carrier G and the index 
set H) we understand a set R C GH where GH denotes the set of all mappings of 
the set H into the set G. N will denote the set of all positive integers. For any n G N 
we denote (n] = {m £ N; m ^ n} . In the case of a finite set H of cardinality k 
we shall not distinguish between mappings of the set H into the set G and A:-tuples 
of elements of the set G. For any n € N, q 6 (n], we denote by Sn the set of 
all permutations of the set (n], by Sn(q) the set of all permutations of the set (n] 
mapping q onto itself (preserving q). For any ip e Sn and m e N, <p
m denotes the 
m-th iteration of the permutation ip>, for any f,ip£ Sn, tpip denotes the composition 
of the permutations tp and ip- The symbol id denotes the identical permutation of 
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the set (n), n denotes the permutation of the set (n] defined by 
i +1 for all t 6 (n - 1] 
*(0 = , . 
1 for i = n. 
For any n e N , an n-decomposition of the set H means a sequence of n + 1 sets 
K = {K}^ such that 
(i)n\JK = H, 
«=i 
(ii) K nKj=<i) for all i, j e (n + 1], i ^ j . 
If K = {Ki}t+i *s a n n-decomposition of the set H, then the relation 
£(C = { / 6 G " ; f(K) = / ( ^ ) for all i, j e (n]} 
is called the diagonal with regard to K. If, moreover, i? C GH is a relation, V e S„, 
then the relation 
Ric,v = {feGH;3geR: f(K{) = g{Kv(i)) for all i g (n ] , / ( t f „ + 1 ) = </(Kn+i)} 
is called the (K,(p)-modification of the relation i?. We put 
RK,if — Ric.tp, 
RK,V = (RK^> )K.<P 
for any m 6 N, m ^ 2, 
If i t C G H is a relation, £ = {#,}?=/ an n-decomposition of the set H, f 6 S„, 
then i? is called 
(iii) reflexive (irreflexive) with regard to K if EK C R (Rn EK = 0), 
(iv) symmetric (asymmetric, antisymmetric) with regard to K and tp if RK,<? C R 
(RnRK^=$,RnRKt„CEK), 
(v) complete with regard to K if / € G H , / ( # , ) / /(Jfy) for all i, j e (n], i # j 
imply the existence of ip G S„ such that / e i.K,*i 
(vi) regular with regard to K ii f e R, g e GH, f(K) = g(K{) for all i€(n + 1] 
imply g € R, 
(vii) cyc/z'c with regard to K if RK,„ C i?. 
If i i C GH is a relation, K an n-decomposition of the set H, p € S„, (p) any of 
the properties (iii)-(vii), then a relation Q C GH is called the (p)-hull of R with 
regard to K (and ip) if 
(viii) RCQ, 
(ix) O. has the property (p), 
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(x) if T C GH is any relation having the property (p) and such that R C T, then 
gcr . 
We recall some results from [2] that will be essential in the sequel: 
L e m m a 1. ([2], 1.14(1), 1.15(4), 2.3) Let R, T C GH be relations, K an n-
decomposition of the set H, <p, xp e Sn. Then: 
(1) (RK,^)K,* = RK,<P4>-
(2) R C T implies RK^ C T]c,„. 
(3) RK,V is regular with regard to K. 
(4) If R is symmetric with regard to K and <p, then R is regular with regard to K. 
Lemma 2. ([2], 3.2) Let RCGH be a relation, K an n-decomposition of the set 
H, if e Sn. Let (p) be any of the properties (iii)-(vii). Then R has the property (p) 
if and only if the (p)-hull Q of R with regard to K (and ip) exists and R = Q. 
L e m m a 3. ([2], 3.6, 3.7) Let R C GH be a relation, K an n-decomposition of the 
set H. Let <p e Sn, r e N be such that </>
r = id. Then the following relation exist: 
(5) the reflexive hull R^ of R with regard to K and we have 
R{^ = RuEK, 
(6) the symmetric hull RK]^ of R with regard to K and <p and we have 
i= l 
(7) the regular hull R)S of R with regard to K and we have 
R(l}=RKM. 
1. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF PROJECTIONS 
Definit ion 4. Let R C GH be a relation, K = {/<";}"=/ an n-decomposition 
of the set H, n ^ 2. Let q e (n], Kq C H, X C G. Then we define a relation 
RI,X,K C GH~K" as follows: 
Rq,x,K = { J € G
H~K- ;3f£R: f(Kq) = X,f(K{) = g(Kt) 
for each i e (n + 1], t ^ q}. 
Rq,X,K is called the (q, X)-projection of R with regard to K. 
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R e m a r k 5. Let T C GH be a relation, H = {1,2,3} (i.e. T is ternary), K = 
{{!}. i 2 } , {3},0}, 9 = 1, X = {x 0}. Then TI,X,K coincides with the binary relation 
QT defined in [3], 1.9. 
Def in i t ion 6. Let R C GH be a relation, K = {K{}"^ an n-decomposition of 
the set H, n >- 2. Let q 6 (n], X C G. Then X is said to /uJ/H. t/ie condition (a) 
with regard to /C and 9 if 0 < c a r d X <_ card if, or X = A", = 0. 
R e m a r k 7. Let R C GH be a relation, K = {Ki}^ an n-decomposition of 
the set H, n >- 2, 9 e (n], Kq C H, X C G, let X fail to fulfill the condition (a) 
with regard to K and 9 (i.e X = 0 # Kq or card .if, < cardX) . Obviously, then 
Л ,,x,к = 
N o t a t i o n 8. Let K = {ifi}"^ 1 be an n-decomposition of the set H, n >- 2, 
9 € (n], A", C # . Then /C(,) = {A"i}"=i denotes the (n - 1 ̂ decomposition of the set 
H — Kq defined as follows: 
" _ / Ki f ° r a11 ' e (9 " ^ 
^ " \ i f i + i for all i e ( n ] - ( 9 - I ] . 
Let, moreover, </> e Sn(9)- Denote by </>(,) the permutation of the set (n — 1] defined 
as follows: 
( y(i) if i < 9, <p(i) < 9 
</>(,)(»') = ' 
V(i) - 1 if i < 9, </>(i) > 9 
<ŕ(» + 1) if i > 9, ¥>(» + 1) < 9 
, ІÇ(І + 1) - 1 'ńi^.q, џ>(i + 1) > 9-
Lemma 9. Let J be a nonempty set, j 0 e J, let R, T, Tj for all j £ J be relations 
with the carrier G and the index set H. Let K = {Ki}^ be an n-decomposition 
of the set H, n >- 2. Let q £ (nj, Kq C H, X C G, <p e Sn(q), m e N. Denote 
K{q)={ki}?=l- Then: 
(&)(EK),,X,KQEKW. 
(9) IfcardKi < c a rdX or X = 0 + Ki for some i £ (n], then (EK.)q,x,K = 0-
(10) If f € £*;,„, is such that / ( K i ) = X and X fulfills the condition (a) with 
regard to K and q, then f 6 (EK),,,X,K. 
(11) {RK,v)q,X,K = (Rq,X,K)K{t),*>(,) • 
(12) IfRCT, then Rq,xx Q Tq,x,K-
(13) ( U ~ 0 - Uffi),W 
(14) (nr,) c n (r,-W-
vj6J ' q,X,K j£j 
(15) I/T,- is reguiar for each j £ J - {jo}, then (14) becomes the equality. 
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P r o o f . The statements follow directly from the definitions. For example, let 
us prove (14) and (15). 
(14) As n T} C T} for any j € J , we obtain, by (12), ( f) T}) Q (T})q,x,K 
jeJ xieJ ' i,x<K 
for any j e J . Hence ( f] T}) C f ] (T})q,x,K-
xjeJ 'q,x,K jeJ 
(15) Let / e n (Tj)q.xx- Then there exist g} e T} such that g}(Kq) = X 
jeJ 
for all j e J , f(K) = g}(K{) for all j e J and all » € (n + 1] - {«}• Thus, we 
have g}(Ki) = gjo(Ki) for all j £ J and all i e (n + 1]. As T) is regular for each 
j e J - {jo}, ft e 7) , g}(Ki) = g}o(Ki) for each j € J and each i G (n + 1 ] , we have 
£,-„ e 2j for each j e J , so that gia e n T}. This yields / e f n Tj) ..>
 a n d w e 
get П ( Ï І ) Ï , X , K Ç ( П Гj) 
j eJ ' q,x,K 
T h e o r e m 10. Let R C GH be a relation, K = {Kt}^ an n-decomposition of 
the set H,n^2. Let q e (n), iY, C H, X C G, ip e Sn(q). Then: 
(16) Rq,x,K is regular with regard to K(q). 
(17) If R is symmetric (asymmetric, antisymmetric, cyclic) with regard to K (and 
ip), then Rq,x,K has the same property with regard to K(q) (and <P(q))-
P r o o f . The assertion (16) is obvious. 
(17) The case of symmetry follows from (12) and (11). Let R be asymmetric with 
regard to K and ip. By (3), i?/e,v> is regular with regard to K. By (11) and (15), 
we have Rq,x,K n (Rq,x,K)KM,<pM = Rq,x,K n (RK.^.X.K = (R n RK,v)q,x,K = 
®q,x,K = 0, so that Rq,x,K is asymmetric with regard to K(q) and ip(q) • The case of 
antisymmetry follows from (3), (11), (15), (12), and (8). The cyclicity is a special 
case of symmetry. • 
R e m a r k 11. In contrast to [10], 4.5, a statement analogous to (17) cannot be 
formulated for the reflexivity or irreflexivity. In order to show it, we present two 
counterexamples. Put G = {a,b}, H = {1,2,3}, K = {{1}, {2}, {3},0}, q = 3, 
X = {a}. Then the diagonal E/c = {(a, a, a), (b,b,b)} is reflexive with regard to 
K, while (E/c)3i{a)x — {(o,o)} is not reflexive with regard to K(3). Further, the 
relation R = {(b, b, a)} is irreflexive with regard to K, while i?3,{a},A: = {(b, b)} is not 
irreflexive with regard to K(3). 
L e m m a 12. Let R C GH be a relation, K = {Ki}"+1 an n-decomposition of the 
set H, q e (n]. Let R be cyclic and complete with regard to K. Let f e GH be a 
mapping such that f(K{) + f(K}) for all i, j e (n], i / j . Then / e | J Ric,v. 
ves„(?) 
P r o o f . As R is complete with regard to K, there exists a permutation ip e Sn 
such that / e RKti,. Denote ip(q) = k, \ = 7r"-
fc+«i/'. Then \ ' Sn(q) and 
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tp = Trn+k~~x. As R is cyclic with regard to K, we have ftjc,jr __ R. It follows 
that, by (1) and (2), R D ftK,„ 2 (^*_,_)/c,_ = i f c , ^ 2 ( - R K , ^ ) « , - = ft/e.,.3 2 
. . . 2 fl/c,)r»+*-«i s o t h a t -R/C.V = •RA-,-»+*--x = (•RAC,7r"+l-')K,x __ #A_,X,
 h e n c e 
fzRic.xt u «*>• D 
*>€S„(g) 
N o t a t i o n 13. Let ft C G H be a relation and F C G a non-empty set. The 
restriction of .ft to F is denoted by ft|E, i.e. R\F C FH is the relation defined by 
ft|E = i _ n F H . 
T h e o r e m 14. Let ft C GH be a relation, K = {K.}"-^1 an n-decomposition of 
the set H, n _, 2, cardG > 2. Let q e (n], Kq C H, let X C G _u_fi_ the condition 
(a) with regard to K and q. Let ft be cyclic and complete with regard to K. Then 
Rq,x,ic\(G - {x}) is complete with regard to K(q) for each element x _• X. 
P r o o f . For X = 0 the statement is trivial. Let X / 0. Let x ' X be an element, 
let K(q) = {Ki}?=1, and / e (G - {x})
H~K* be a mapping such that /(_?.) ^ f(Kj) 
for each i, j 6 (n — 1], i ^ _•'. We are going to find a permutation ip ' 5 n _i 
such that / e (Rq,x,ic\(G - { z } ) ) ^ , ^ , i-e. a mapping g _ ft9,x,K|(G - {x}) with 
/(_?i) = g(KHi)) for each i 6 (n - 1], f(Kn) = _<(-?„). Let /. e G
H be a mapping 
such that /i(_T,) = X and h(K{) = / (K ; ) for each i € (n + 1 ] - {<_}• Then, by 
the preceding, h(K{) = / ( K ; ) / /(JSj) = / . (# . ) for each i, j e (n] - {q}, i 5- j . 
Further, h(K{) = / ( K i ) C G - {a;} for any i 6 (n] - {<?}, while / .(K,) = X, so 
that /.(Ki) # h(Kq) for any i e j n ] - {?}. This implies that h(K{) / h(Kj) for 
each i, j £ (nj, i 9̂  j . By 12, we obtain h _ U ftjc,^- Therefore there exists 
<p ~ Sn(q) such that h 6 ftjc.v., i.e. there exists £ e ft with /_(/_<) = £(l-"„(i)) for each 
i e (n], h(Kn+1) = . ( K n + i ) . In particular, we have i(Kq) = n(i_"-) = X. Now, let 
S G (?*-*« be a mapping such that g(Kt) = .(/•_.) for each i G (n + 1] - {q}. Then 
9 e ft,,*,., and we have f(Kt) = „(/_.) = i(Kv(i)) = _((#,,(<)) for each ie(n}- {q}. 
It suffices to put V = V(.)- Hence Rq,x,ic\(G - {x}) is complete with regard to K{q) 
for each x ~ X. • 
Lemma 15 . Let R, T <~ GH be relations, K = {K.}"-^1 an n-decomposition of 
the set H, n J. 2. Let g € (n], if, C ft", and Jet T be regular with regard to K. If 
Rq,x,/c __ Tq<x,K for any set X CG fulfilling the condition (a) with regard to K and 
q, then R~T. 
P r o o f . Let / 6 ft and let g _ GH~K« be such that f(Kt) = g(K{) for each 
i £ (n + 1] - {q}. Putting X = f(Kq) we have 3 _ ft,,x,K- Thus 3 £ Tq<x,K and 
consequently there exists a mapping heT such that h(Kq) = X and /.(/_",) = _>(_•_.) 
for each i e (n + 1] - {q}. But now /(_"•_;) = h(K{) for each i e (n + 1], hence / e T 
because T is regular with regard to K. The inclusion ft C T is proved. • 
Theorem 16. Let R C GH be a relation, K = {K{}^ an n-decomposition of 
the set H,n^2. Let q G (n], Kq C H, let p e Sn(q). Then: 
(18) IfRq,x,K is irreSexive (asymmetric, complete) with regard to K(q) (and <P(q)) 
for any subset X C G fulfilling the condition (a) with regard to K and q, then R has 
the same property with regard to K (and <p). 
(19) If R is regular with regard to K and if Rq,x,K is reflexive (symmetric) with 
regard to K(q) (and <P(q)) for any subset X C G fulfilling the condition (a) with 
regard to K and q, then R has the same property with regard to K (and <p). 
P r o o f . (18) The cases of irrefiexivity and asymmetry follow from (8), (14), and 
(11). Let Rq,x,K be complete with regard to K(q) for any subset X C G fulfilling 
the condition (a) with regard to K and q. Let / G GH be a mapping such that 
f(Ki) # f(Kj) for each i, j G (nj, i + j . Put X = f(Kq). Then X fulfils the 
condition (a) with regard to K and q. Let g G GH~Ki be a mapping fulfilling 
g(Ki) = f(K) for each i € (n + 1] - {q}. As g(Kt) = f(Ki) + f(Kj) = g(Kj) for 
each i, j 6 (n], i # j , there exists x e S„_j such that g e (Rq,x,K)K(q),x-
 L e t i> € Sn 
be such that x = </<(„)• By (11) (for m = 1), (Rq,xX)K(q),x = (A,X,Jc)/C(,„*(„ = 
(RK,i>)q,x,K- Thus g € (RK,^)<,,X,K- Consequently, there exists h G ifc,v> such that 
h(Ki) = g(Ki) for each i € ( n + 1 ] - {q}, h(Kq) = X. Hence f(K) = g(Ki) = h(K{) 
for each i 6 (n + 1] - {q}, and f(Kq) = X = h(Kq). As i?K,^, is regular with regard 
to K by (3), we obtain / G RK,^, so that R is complete with regard to K. 
(19) follows from (8), (11), and 15. D 
R e m a r k 17. Here we give an example of a relation R C GH that is not antisym-
metric with regard to K and <p, while its (g,X)-projection Rq,x,K is antisymmetric 
with regard to K(q) and <P(q) for any subset X <ZG. Put G = {a, b}, H = {1,2,3}, 
K = {{1},{2},{3},0}, q = 3, <p G S3(3) such that <p(\) = 2, <p(2) = 1. Then 
the relation R = {(a,a,b)} is not antisymmetric with regard to K and <p, because 
RK,<P = {(a,a,b)} = R, so that RDRK^ 2 EK = {(a,a,a),(b,b,b)}, but the rela-
tions R3#,K = R3,{a},ic = R3,G,K = 9, R3,{6},K = {(a,a)} are all antisymmetric with 
regard to /C(3) and <^(3). 
T h e o r e m 18. Let R C GH be a relation, K an n-decomposition of the set H, 
n ^ 2. Let q G (n], Kq C H, let X C G, <p e Sn(q). Then: 
( 2 0 ) ( i E W ) , , X l K £ ( i i , > X i J C ) W ) . 
(21)(R^)q,x,K = (Rq,xx)\°ltni). 
(22)(R{°\,x,K = Rq<xx. 
P r o o f . (20) follows from (5), (13), and (8). 
(21) follows from (6), (11), and (13). 
(22) follows from (7), (16), (17), and (11). D 
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R a r k 19- The inclusion in (20) can be strict, which we show by the following 
examp™ P u t G = ^ h ^ H = ^ 2 ^ ' K = {{1}> {2}, {3},0}, q = 3, X = {a}, 
R = E/c. Then R = {(o,o,o), (6,6,6)} = R%\ (R3,{a},Kp{3) = { ( 0 , 0 ) } " , = 
{(o,o),(6,6)}. a n d 
(RlK\{a},K = R3,{a},K = {(0,0)} C {(o, o), (6, 6) } = (R3, {.},*)]£, . 
Corollary 20. Let Q, RCGH be relations, K = {A",}".?]1 an n-decomposition of 
t i e set H,n^2. Let q e (n], A", C H, let X CG, ip e Sn(q). IfQ is the symmetric 
hull of R with regard to K and ip, then Qq,x,K is the symmetric hull of Rq,x,K with 
regard to K(q) and <p(q) • 
P r o o f is obvious. 
Theorem 21. Let Q, RCGH be relations, K = {Ki}"+* an n-decomposition of 
the set H, n ^ 2. Let q e (n], Kq C H, ip e Sn(q). Let Q be regular with regard to 
K. Then: 
(23) IfQq,x,K is the reflexive hull of Rq,x,K with regard to K(q) for any X C G 
fulfilling the condition (a) with regard to K and q, then R^' C Q. 
(24) IfQq,x,K is the symmetric hull ofRq,x,K with regard to K(q) and ip(q) for any 
X C.G fulfilling the condition (a) with regard to K and q, then Q is the symmetric 
hull of R with regard to K and ip. 
P r o o f . The first assertion is a consequence of (5), (8), (13), and 15, the second 
assertion follows from (6), (11), (13), (4), and 15. • 
R e m a r k 22. Under the assumptions of 21, item (23), Q need not be the reflex-
ive hull of R with regard to K. In order to show it, put G = {o,6}, H = {1,2,3}, 
£ = {{l}-{2},{3},0}, q = 3, R = 0, Q = {(o,o,o), (o,o,6), (6,6,o), (6,6,6)}; then 
{a} and {6} are exactly all the subsets of G fulfilling the condition (a) with regard to 
K and q, and Q3,{a},K = {(o,o), (6,6)} = fo.{.),c)jj&,, Q3,{k},K = {(o,o), (6,6)} = 
GR3, W , JC)K ( 3 , '
 b u t R(K = { ( a , a , a ) , ( M , 6 ) } C Q. 
T h e o r e m 2 3 . Let Q, R C GH be relations, K = {if;}?*/ an n-decomposition of 
the set H, n ^ 3. Let Ki C H for each i e (n\. Let Q and R be regular with regard 
to K. If Qq,x,K is the reflexive hull of Rq,x,K with regard to K(q) for any q e (n\ 
and any X C G fulfilling the condition (a) with regard to K and q, then Q is the 
reflexive hull of R with regard to K. 
P r o o f . By (23), we have R%] C Q. Admit that R£} C Q, i.e. there exists / 6 
Q - R%\ By (5), we obtain / e Q, f $ R, f $ EK. As / g EK, there exist i, j £ (n] 
such that f(IU) ^ j(Kj). Let q e (n\, i ¥= q ¥= j - Put X = f(Kq). Then X CG 
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fulfils the condition (a) with regard to K and q. Let g e GH~K'i be a mapping such 
that g(K) = f(K) for each i 6 (n + 1], * # g. Then ff e Q,,x , ,t = fl,,x,ic U Ejc„,, 
again by (5). Thus g e Rq,x,K or g e £*:,,, • In the former case, there exists he R 
such that g(Ki) = h(K{) for each i e (n + 1], i jt q, h(Kq) = X. This implies that 
f(Ki) = h(Ki) for each i e (n + 1], so that / e R, for R is regular with regard to 
K, which is a contradiction. In the latter case, f(K{) = g(Kt) = g(Kj) = <?(Aj) for 
each i, j e (n], i # 9 / j , which is again a contradiction. Hence Q = R^ • • 
R e m a r k 24. For n = 2, the preceding theorem need not be valid. In or-
der to show it, put G = {a,b}, H = {1,2}, K = {{1},{2},0}, R = 0, Q = 
{(a,a),(a,b),(b,a),(b,b)}. Then Qq>x,K = (Rg.X.K^i, = {a,b} for q = 1, 2 and 
X = {a}, {6}, but fiW = {(a, a), (b, b)} C Q. 
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